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Introduction
Experimental and computational studies have led to the development of several protein folding models. These include most notably, the framework model which depicts folding as a sequential transition with secondary forming first followed by packing into a tertiary structure [1] [2] [3] [4] and the nucleation-condensation model [5] which involves both the simultaneous formation of secondary and tertiary interactions in the nucleus. The remaining secondary and tertiary structure then condenses around the nucleus to generate the final folded form. Protein folding also occurs on an energy landscape likened to a folding funnel [6, 7] . These models provide significant insight into the way in which proteins fold. However, what appears to be lacking is a detailed mechanism by which native long-range interactions form between the transition and native states. Long-range interactions are defined in this work as contacts between amino acids that are distant in the primary structure (P6) but close in space within the tertiary structure (65 Å). We propose that this key part of the process occurs through the formation of tertiary interactions radiating from the nucleus in a modified version of the network principle 'degrees of separation' (DOS) [8, 9] we term 'levels of separation' (LOS). DOS is defined as the number of connections required to link one amino acid to the rest of the network. Whereas LOS begins not with one amino acid but a small connected subset which then connects to the rest of the network of amino acids in the protein structure.
The application and development of principles from the field of network science has facilitated the study of numerous and disparate systems such as the world-wide web, protein-protein interactions and social networks [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . The study of protein structures and folding has also been significantly advanced by the application of network principles such as the small-world concept which is related to DOS described in this paper [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . In this report we present a theoretical model for the formation of long-range tertiary interactions between the transition and native state. Long-range interactions are the key determinants of the tertiary structure. They are typically defined by distance cutoffs, but are most evident as noncovalent interactions between secondary elements such as b-sheets and a-helices. Because our model protein, chymotrypsin inhibitor 2 (CI2) is very small (64 residues), for clarity we further define longrange interactions as contacts involving residues between b-strands and residues between a b-strand and the a-helix as long as the amino acids involved are six or more residues apart in the primary structure. The calculated network includes interactions mainly involving hydrophobic and van der Waals interactions although there are to a lesser degree hydrogen bonds and ionic interactions present. By evolving the network through the formation of long-range interactions in 'levels of separation' from the experimentally determined nucleus the establishment of the tertiary structure from the transition-state can be for the first time rationalized. This is also particularly important because the study of hydrogen-bonded interactions primarily found in a-helices and bsheets can be directly monitored kinetically using for example quenched-flow hydrogen-deuterium exchange in conjunction with NMR spectroscopy and folding models developed [30] . However, the study of non-hydrogen-bonded interactions which constitute the majority of long-range interactions is difficult to comprehensively and directly monitor experimentally. Our results show that the protein CI2 can be folded in four LOS through the adaption and application of network principles and macromolecular simulations. This model constitutes a novel and detailed view of an integral aspect of the folding process that has remained largely uncharted.
Experimental design to test the hypothesis

Computational modeling
Given a partially folded structure containing a nucleus we want to create a protein folding landscape using a sequence of modifications of the transition-state structure directed by LOS. The procedure for constructing the structures is as follows: the N 0 network is constructed by taking the nucleus residues and their interactions. Then, we generate an optimal configuration, C 0 , using all interactions associated with the N 0 network. In the next step, we construct N 1 the network by combining the N 0 network and the interacting residues that have a LOS with respect to all the residues in the N 0 network that is equal to one. We use these N 1 network interactions with the C 0 starting configuration to generate an optimal configuration, C 1 . The N 2 network is constructed by combining the N 1 network and the interacting residues that have an LOS with respect to all the residues in the N 0 network that is equal to two. We use these N 2 network interactions with the C 1 starting configuration to generate an optimal configuration, C 2 . This procedure is continued until we reach the maximum LOS. When we have completed the process, we will have generated a set of networks, called N, and a set of corresponding optimal structural configurations, called C. These sets are defined as
and
where the subscripts are associated with the LOS and n is the maximum LOS of all the nucleus residues. We believe that the final structural configuration, C n , is the native structure.
Algorithms
Novel algorithms were written in C to generate the DOS and LOS in the selected model protein, CI2 based on Eq. 3. The contacts between all atoms were calculated with the program Contact (CCP4) [31] . The contact file was then used as input to calculate all pairwise amino acid long-range contacts with a program we call 'contactToDeglr'. This file was then used as input to calculate the amino acid in each degree of separation with a program we call 'generateDegrees'. All of this information was used as input for a program 'degreesToContacts' to calculate the specific pair-wise interactions for each LOS. Refer to Supplementary Table 1 for the degrees of separation for residues 16, 49 and 57.
Mathematical modeling: calculating the connectivity at each LOS
A mathematical model has been derived to codify the proposed folding process. This enables us to calculate the number of long-range interactions to be referred to as links, associated with each level in the transition. In a quantitative calculation let m represent the nucleus residues (starting point), let k i (m) represent the number of residues at the ith LOS from m, and let l j (m) be the total number of links associated with the jth LOS from m. Then, the total number links, l j (m), is computed by summing the number of residues starting with the 1st LOS from m up to and including the residues at jth LOS from m. This relationship can be represented mathematically by
This relationship can also be describe recursively as
where, k 0 is the total number of residues in the nucleus. For the unsuppressed notation, refer to supplementary material.
Simulated annealing
The pair-wise interactions for residues in each LOS, was used as restraints in simulations with the program CNS to fold CI2 and initially test the hypothesis [32] . The input file for the simulated annealing process was a completely unfolded linear three-dimensional polypeptide sequence generated in Insight II with Biopolymers native structure of CI2 and the simulated structures generated were conducted with the combinatorial extension program [33] .
Results and discussion
Folding by LOS
The folding behavior of CI2 has been studied extensively by Fersht and co-workers using Phi-value analysis [34, 35] . This technique enables the indirect elucidation of interactions formed in the transition-state by determining the effects of mutations on stability. In general the folding process of CI2 is cooperative and twostate [5, 36] . The nucleation-condensation model however, reveals that CI2 forms a nucleus in the transition state which is comprised of three interacting amino acids (Ala16, Leu49, Ile57) [5, 36] . We envision that native interactions form in a cascade radiating from the nucleus enroute to the native state. Through the modification and application of the network principle, DOS [21] into LOS we developed algorithms and a mathematical equation that codifies this process. Computer programs were written which identifies the order of long-range interactions stemming from the nucleus based on this premise and macromolecular simulations were conducted to test this hypothesis and visualize the folding process.
This theoretical model is based on the concept that the initial restriction on conformational space through interactions in the nucleus positions a set of residues in proximity to interact which then further restricts conformational space. This then positions another set of amino acids in proximity to interact with the growing nucleus which continues to restrict conformational space. This process of connectivity proceeds until all native contacts are formed in the native state. Folding by 'levels of separation' is thus cooperative, rapid and reduces the complexity of the search process. Energetically it is downhill because as the number of native interactions increases, the free energy decreases [6, 7] . The network principle, DOS is defined as the measure of how many links it takes to get from one node within a network to another [21] . From here we develop and apply a closely related concept called LOS. This is defined as the number of links to connect an initial group of nodes to the rest of the nodes. In proteins to be assigned an LOS, a residue must be connected to another residue with a finite LOS. In our model, m, denotes the residues that are found in the nucleus of the protein (Fig. 1) . The residues that are directly connected to m have an LOS of 1. The residues that are connected to them (but not to m) have an LOS of 2. The residues that are connected to them (but not to m or with any residue that has an LOS of 1) have a LOS of 3, and so forth. For each LOS we require the generation of a network which forms the basis for the simulation of a structural configuration.
The network calculated as schematically depicted in Fig. 1 can then be analyzed and used to compute the number of residues and links for each LOS as well as identities of the nodes and relationships in the form of linkage. A quantitative calculation of the number of links and specific residues involved can be found in Figs. 2 and 3 and Supplementary Tables 1 and 2 . This is the basis for the algorithm generated to determine the networks.
3.2. Self-organization, the emergence of a giant cluster and the crystallization of a network
The network (N 0 ) originates with three long-range interactions between Ala16, Leu49, Ile57 in the nucleus and serves as restraints in the calculation of an initial structure, C 0 (Figs. 2 and 3) . In the first level of separation sixteen long-range interactions are added to the network (N 0 ) and a resultant structure C 1 is obtained (Figs. 2  and 3 ). We envision that these two structures, C 0 and C 1 constitute the transition-state ensemble. Experiments show that the N 0 network is formed in the transition-state but why would the N 1 network be important to the transition-state? C 1 has a gross native-like topology which we propose enables the forming structure to overcome the transition-state barrier (RMSD of 4.2 Å in comparison to the native state). The next network, N 2 is obtained by adding 43 additional long-range interactions to the existing network, N 1 (Figs. 2 and 3) . Interestingly, this constitutes 50% of the total number of long-range interactions in the network and the resultant structure is near native. The RMSD between C 2 and the crystal structure is 2.3 Å as calculated with the Combinatorial Extension method [33] . This evokes parallels with several seemingly disparate concepts. For example, Stuart Kauffman proposed previously that evolving networks can become self-organized into a giant component once the number of edges to nodes exceeds 0.5 in his efforts to understand the emergence of biological complexity [37] . The correlation to our protein networks relies first on the conversion of terms whereby a node is an amino acid and an edge is the long-range interaction. We find that when the threshold of the number of links approaches and surpasses 50% the giant cluster to emerge is sufficient to dictate the native-like structure. The remaining two networks and simulated conformations are the result of adding 38 and 22 more long-range interactions to the C 3 and C 4 networks, respectively (Figs. 2 and 3) .
These additional interactions appear only to refine the C 2 structure and the RMSD between the simulated structures and the native structure changes from 2.3 Å to 1.0 Å from the C 2 to C 4 structures. We propose that the achievement of C 2 prevents reversal of folding and ensures that the protein continues along the trajectory to the native state. Further, it ensures a smooth landscape. Frustration on the pathway in the context of this hypothesis would then occur when folding does not happen in an orderly LOS. The questions not answered by this work relate to predicting LOS from a nucleus a priori without a native state structure and the role of non-native interactions as well as misfolding during the folding process.
Interestingly, if you look at the individual connectivity of each residue it takes from 4 to 7 degrees of separation to connect the network ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ). There are also a small number of residues, seven, that are not involved in the long-range interaction network. These are residues: 14, 22, 25, 37, 40, 53 and 54.
The concept of percolation theory and the emergence of a giant interconnected cluster within the network after passing a given threshold is also tangentially related to our model [38] . We briefly touch on this with respect to the work of Kauffman discussed earlier [37] . However, in our present system we do not have small unconnected clusters which link into a giant cluster after passing a threshold number which underlies percolation in a network, but instead have a continuous growth of the network stemming from a nucleus and connecting previously unconnected nodes. However, future evolutions of our initial model could involve small clusters of connected nodes outside of the nucleus occurring in larger proteins with simultaneous secondary structure formation. Our concept of LOS also outwardly appears to have parallels with network shells from graph theory. However, our network is not constructed nor analyzed in the same way used to determine k-shells. For example, a very common method of analysis of networks is k-shell decomposition where, as links are removed k-shells are assigned [39, 40] . In k-shell decomposition a 1-shell is all nodes with one link in the network. When these links are removed a 2-shell are all the nodes with two links. This differs from our approach in that we are not focused on assigning k-shells based on number of links but our 'levels' maybe also thought of as 'shells' [40] .
Conclusion
CI2 can be successfully folded in four LOS starting from the nucleus residues Ala16, Leu49, Ile57 to a native state. This hypothesis provides a conceptual framework to further understand how longrange interactions can form from an initial interconnected nucleus. It also provides further insight into the nucleation-condensation model initially pioneered by Fersht and co-workers. This hypothesis and model is however not predictive and relies on knowledge of the native state structure a priori. Perhaps however, this new view will facilitate advancement in the important field of protein structure prediction as well.
